Double Fe-impurity charge state in the topological insulator Bi2Se3
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Introduction
The uniqueness of the electronic properties of topological insulators (TIs) and specifically the
topological protection of conduction electrons in these materials make them interesting for
applications in quantum electronics. The understanding of the impurity scattering effects on
the properties of TIs is therefore of primary importance. In this context, the role of magnetic
impurities is still unclear as their presence may lead to rather complicated phenomena. For
instance, magnetic impurities in TIs can support long range magnetic order, open an energy
gap at the Dirac point, and even result in the formation of a quantum anomalous Hall state.
The possibility to produce a long-range ordering of impurity spins could be of great interest
for realization of novel electronic states, quantum computing, and spintronics.
With the charge screening being rather poor in Dirac materials, individual atomic impurities
are likely to be charged. This charging could have a dramatic impact on the efficiency of novel
field-effect nano-devices based on topological insulators. Charged individual Fe-impurities
embedded in Bi2Se3 produce ring-shaped spectral features in conductance images of scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments. Also, the observation of impurity charging is not
exclusive to TIs: ionization rings were observed near defects in several materials such as
semiconductors, graphene, and semiconductor surfaces with deposited Co-islands. In our
work, we show that the position of the Fermi energy with respect to the Dirac point and the
bulk bands plays a crucial role in the charge screening and scattering in TIs. We also evidence
the strong influence of neighboring impurities in the charging of an individual iron atom.

Our experiments
Our experiments were done by means of 3 complementary experimental techniques.
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy/Spectroscopy (STM/STS), Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM), and Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) were used for the study
of Bi2Se3 single crystals in which 0.2% of Fe-impurities were incorporated. The studied
samples were cleaved in situ under ultra-high vacuum. This procedure enables the production
of atomic clean surfaces with Fe impurities protected from oxidation imbedded in the first
crystallographic planes.

Figure 1: (a) STM topography image of Fe0.2%Bi2Se3. Vsample =103 mV and I=177 pA. 26x26 nm2. (b)–
(d) zoom on Fe1, Fe2, and Fei, respectively. 6x6 nm2. (e) Spectral signatures of the defects recorded by
STS on Fe1 and Fe2 impurities and compared to the average spectrum. (f) Conductance images recorded
at the same location than the topography image (a). Stabilization parameters: Vsample=102.5 mV and
I=180 pA. All STM/STS data were obtained at temperature T=1.5 K.

The implanted Fe atoms produce at least three typical kinds of punctual defects shown in Fig. 1, each
having a characteristic topographic fingerprint and a specific spectral signature in STM images. Fe atoms
may either occupy interstitial sites or substitute isovalent two distinct Bi sites at the subsurface. The
surface plane of Bi2Se3 is composed of Se atoms so the location of Fe impurities in the lower atomic
planes can be evidenced by simultaneous AFM-STM imaging: AFM imaging [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] does
not show any chemical contrast in the Se atomic lattice of the surface plane where the tunneling current
reveals the presence of triangular electronic patterns due to the scattering of the electronic states on the
buried impurity. In agreement with previous works, we can identify these impurities in Fig. 1(a). Fe
substitution a) at Bi sites in the second atomic layer from the surface is most often observed, Fig. 1(b);
these defects are denoted Fe1 in the following. Other characteristic defects –Fe2– are associated with Fe
substitution at Bi sites in the fourth atomic layer from the surface, Fig. 1(c) [for clearness, see Fig. 2(c)]. In
addition to these defects, a low concentration of Fe atoms occupying interstitial sites –Fei– is also
observed, Fig. 1(d).
Figure 2: AFM-STM image of a buried impurity and crystal structure of Bi2Se3. (a)
Current image; (b) AFM simultaneous image. The feedback was made in te AFM mode by
keeping a constant frequency shift of 1 Hz. (c) Two Fe substitutions for Bi sites are labeled
Fe1 and Fe2, respectively.

Fe dopants are expected to exhibit two charge states in Bi2Se3: Fe3+ and Fe2+. The Fe2+ state is more energetically favorable
for Fermi level EsF located closer to the conduction band minimum, while Fe3+ dominates for lower EsF. In the first case, the
ionization of Fe2+ into Fe3+ should occur under the upward band bending (sample voltages exceed flat-band voltage VFB),
while the ionization ring radius grows with the increase in the sample voltage. In the second case, the ionization of Fe3+ into
Fe2+ is possible under the downward band bending (sample voltage is lower than the flatband voltage VFB), while the
ionization ring radius must grow with the decrease in the sample voltage. The latter scenario is consistent with our
observations of the dependence of ionization ring radii on the sample voltage (Fig. 3) and with previously reported results
where Fe dopants were considered in the 3+ state in the absence of STM tip. Thus, we conclude that the ionization rings
observed in our experiments are associated with tip-induced switching of the dopant state from Fe3+ into Fe2+.
From our ARPES experiments (Fig. 4), we have established that EsF of our
heavily Fe doped samples (Fe0.2%Bi2Se3) is located in the bulk conduction
band, i.e., at higher energy than that of the previously studied samples. The
position of EsF can be also lifted by native defects. A high EsF should yield
single defects to be in the Fe2+ state. Thus, our Fe doped samples have to
intrinsically exhibit Fe2+ sites prior to any STM experiment. Therefore,
once the tip is brought towards the sample surface during STM
experiments, a downward tip-induced band bending will not result in any
ionization of a single defect irrespective of its nature (Fe1, Fe2, or Fei).

Figure 3: Evolution of the radius of ionization rings as a function of
sample bias:
𝑎𝑏/𝜋, where a and b are semi-axes of the elliptic
rings. The spectral contrast switches from dark (at negative
sample biases) to bright at approximately +100 mV. For clarity, +1
and +2 indicate that the average size is increased by +1 and +2 nm.

Conclusions

Figure 4: ARPES intensity image of Fe0.2 Bi2Se3
taken at T=10K along the C-M direction with
photons of 21.2 eV.

We characterized and locally manipulated the electronic states of Fe dopants in Bi2Se3 crystals. In our experiments, because of the high EsF in our
sample (due to heavy doping and native defects), the presence of Fe1 impurities has been shown to allow for the charging process under the
scanning tunneling tip. Fe1 defects modify the transition threshold from one charge state to another of Fe2 impurities in the neighborhood,
possibly by locally doping the system with holes. Thus, the composite structure of the defect is essential for the charge manipulation. Our
observations evidence that the specific impurity neighborhood and the position of the Fermi energy have to be taken into account when
considering the electron scattering on the disorder in topological insulators. Our work opens an interesting opportunity of engineering the charge
(and magnetic) state of dopants in topological insulators by adding specific impurities in their surrounding favoring or blocking their ionization.

